
Providing the line capacity, manufacturing expertise and 

dedication to personalized customer service necessary to deliver 

on short- or long-run orders, PBS Plastics is backed by three 

decades of success extruding customized tubing, parts and 

profiles for any size industrial, commercial or medical company.

As a certified ISO 9001:2008 company, PBS Plastics offers 

tighter tolerances and quality control due to:

We welcome your R&D challenges

Contact PBS Plastics today for complete information about how our 
unique customer-focused approach offers your company the value 
and service you need with quality and durable plastic solutions.

219 Old Concord Turnpike 
Barrington, NH 03825 
(888) 804-9461
sales@pbsplastics.com
www.pbsplastics.com

Your Partner in Plastics

•  Our in-depth, hands-on knowledge

of plastic extrusion processes

•   An atmosphere that encourages

hands-on problem solving at every level

•   Close, strategic relationships with equipment

and materials suppliers throughout the U.S.

©2016 PBS Plastics. All Rights Reserved.

Cylindrical tube grips for oar handles

for tomorrow
A unique vision

“ From a service 
standpoint 
I cannot find 
fault with PBS. 
They are just 
very good and 
very thorough.” 

John Woods 
Purchasing Manager 

SUNSETTER AWNINGS

Your Partner in Plastics

PBS Plastics is a custom extrusion manufacturer 
of rigid and flexible plastic tubing and profiles.
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“ The one word I 
use to describe 
PBS is quality.” 

Frank Keefe, Owner 
CHESTERFIELD CUSTOM

Flexible manufacturing processes and responsive customer service define how we work. 

Unlike large corporations, PBS Plastics is an independently owned and operated company with a “can-do” 

employee culture that supports continual product quality improvement and a company-wide passion for 

building long-lasting business connections based on communication and trust. 

Decades of experience extruding rigid and plastic tubing:

• Personal attention to every order

• Capacity to hit critical lead times

• Experienced R&D team

• Competitive pricing and on-time delivery

• Dedication to long-term partnerships

“ I’ve been 
working with 
PBS for over 
eight years. 
The customer 
service that 
I receive is 
excellent and 
the whole 
team is great 
to deal with!”

Ted Keagy 
Sales & Purchasing 

NATIONAL NOVELTY 

BRUSH COMPANY

Our capabilities are your options

Because we’ve extruded plastic tubing and profiles critical to many industries, we are able 
to maintain a flexible and responsive manufacturing structure supported by a tight-knit, 
experienced team and decades-long partnerships with customers and suppliers.

We meet ANY need for a continuous plastic tube or profile:

• Custom color matching

• Rapid prototyping and 3D printing

• Tolerances as low as +/- 0.0015"

• Wall thicknesses to your exact specifications and as low as 0.008"

• Tubing diameters starting at 0.100"

• Complex shapes

• Wall offset to match performance needs

• Secondary options available

PBS Plastics continues to benefit from its founding 

vision as a customer service company that extrudes 

superior quality plastic tubing and profiles.

Any way you slice it

{
{

We offer tight tolerance tubing and profiles in a wide range of available materials to suit your 
specific application.

At PBS Plastics, we have a vision for tomorrow’s custom extruded plastics market: To go 
beyond the traditional manufacturing model and paint a bigger picture of a smarter, more 
agile production solution backed by industry experts who operate with a “can-do” focus on 
delivering exceptional customer service. 

Our innovative Agile AdvantageTM service model emphasizes a more reliable customer 
service experience and delivers on the promise of high quality, durable and precise custom 
extruded plastic tubing and profiles. 

Y O U R  P A R T N E R  I N  P L A S T I C S

You can count on us

P B S  P L A S T I C S

Step 1: DISCOVERY Flexible and responsive service defines how we 
operate. We leverage our decades of experience to understand 
your needs and make achieving quality and durability a simple and 
transparent process.

Step 2: R&D We tackle new projects without hesitation. Our in-house 
lab is where we test new materials and optimize line performance to 
meet demanding specifications.  

Step 3: CUSTOM EXTRUSION Look no further for capacity to hit the 
critical lead times you need. Whether extruding unique materials 
or cutting to custom lengths, we offer maximum line flexibility and 
project responsiveness.

Step 4: CUSTOMER SATISFACTION Our goal is to ensure your complete 
satisfaction, every step of the way – and beyond. Every team member 
personally aspires to delivering nothing less than product excellence.

Coextrusion – Optimizing the properties of separate materials to save assembly time 
and enhance performance

Multi-Lumen Tubing – Tight tolerances and limitless combinations of shapes and thicknesses

Pipe – Multi-line operation capable of extruding pipe from 0.25" to 6" in diameter

Profiles – Basic to complex shapes and materials for a wide range of applications

Solid Shapes and Rods – Flexible or rigid plastics

Thermoplastic Elastomer (TPE) Tubing – Superb chemical, electrical and mechanical properties

Tubing – A variety of shapes compliant with FDA, UL and LE requirements

The PBS Plastics Agile AdvantageTM to manufacturing offers exceptional value

Industrial Extrusions

P B S  P L A S T I C S  P I L L A R S  O F  E X C E L L E N C E

Plastic risers for cakes

Extruded plastic for 
water filtration systems

Quality Products    |    Trusted Value    |    Dedicated Service
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